Our aim at the Zone Salon is to provide a high standard of training and development for our learners.
Whilst we work hard to provide a professional service, treatments may take longer than expected
due to the training environment within the salon. Our reception is run by learners so please be patient
when booking appointments. All treatments are subject to availability.

STYLING
Blow-dry
£6.00
Hair Up
£7.50

Shampoo and set
£6.00
Wet cut
£6.50

Cut and blow-dry
£9.00

PERM w

A cut can be added for an additional price of
£5.00.

Fashion Perm*
£17.50

For longer hair, in line with current trends.

Classic Perm*
£15.50 above

BARBERING

Please see flyer for The Zone Barbers offers

w We offer a range of different perming

techniques available to suit the individual client
requirements. Your stylist will carry out a full
consultation to establish your needs.

All services are subject to price increase where
extra time or product is needed; this will be
discussed prior to the increase being applied.

COLOUR
The highly advanced Matrix colour
technology offers long-lasting high-quality
professional results. Your stylist will carry out
a full consultation to establish your needs.

Semi-permanent colour
(lasts 6-8 shampoos)*

£5.50

Quasi colour (fades over 6-8 wks)*
£13.50 below £11.50 above

Permanent regrowth colour*
£12.50

Maintaining beautiful nails is easy with our
luxury manicure or pedicure. These treatments
include a mask and warm mitts treatment to
soothe and soften the skin.

Partial head woven highlights*
£15.50

Half head woven highlights*
£20.50
Full-head woven highlights*
£25.50

Root Tint and woven highlights*
£25.50
Cap highlights*
£10.50

Full-head bleach including toner*
£25.50 below £20.50 above
Retouch bleach and toner*
£18.00

Finishing is included in the price of your
technical service; a cut can be added for
an additional price.

* Clients are required to have a patch test

48 hours prior to any tinting / tanning / lash
extension service. Failure to do so will result in the
treatment not being performed.
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Eyelash and eyebrow tinting is a fantastic treatment
to emphasise the eyes’ natural beauty, giving
definition to the lashes and brows. Finish the look
with an eyebrow shape for the full effect.

Gel removal (including a mini manicure)
£3.00

FACIALS

Temporary Cluster Lashes*
£7.50

Truly understanding your skin is the first step
towards a lifetime of skin health. Dermalogica
is the number one choice of skin care
professionals worldwide and is developed by
The International Dermal Institute.

Lash lift*
£21.00

Luxury Pedicure
£10.00
Gel nails
£12.00

Nail preparation - cuticles, buff, gel polish, and
moisturise to finish.

Strip lashes are perfect for a quick lash fix. The
no-fuss application and easy removal make them
ideal for fabulous looking lashes.

Give lashes the thicker, longer, attention-getting look.
These cluster lashes are a natural alternative to strip
lashes.

Facial (including eyebrow shape)
£12.50

Love the lashes that you have. This revolutionary
lash treatment lifts, volumises, and tints your natural
eyelashes, with beautiful results.

Advanced Facial
£18.50

WAXING

An electrical face treatment using advanced
technology to rejuvenate and enhance the
skin. The therapist will provide a prescriptive
treatment to meet your individual skin
requirements.

MAKE UP

Colour Correction*
from £35.00

EYE TREATMENTS
Eyelash tint*
£4.50
Eyebrow tint*
£3.50
Lash and eyebrow tint*
£7.50
Eyebrow shape with tweezers
£3.50
Temporary Strip Lashes*
£7.50

Luxury Manicure
£9.00

Following the removal of your gel polish, the
nails will be shaped and the cuticles will be
nourished and tidied.

Permanent full-head colour*
£16.50 below £13.50 above
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NAIL THERAPY

Make-up (60 minutes)
£5.00

Choose any full make-up that you want, from
lips to lashes. Includes face chart to recreate
at home.

Create an Image (60-120 minutes)
£15.00

Creative make-up application to achieve your
desired look, whether it be fantasy, stage, drag
or Halloween.

A temporary method of hair removal using a range of
waxes to suit the treatment area and achieve a
hair-free, smooth result.

Full leg & bikini line (from 60 minutes)
£12.50
Full leg (from 50 minutes)
£10.50
Half leg (from 30 minutes)
£7.50
Bikini line (from 15 minutes)
£5.50
Under-arm (from 15 minutes)
£5.00
Eyebrows (from 15 minutes)
£4.50
Lip/chin (from 15 minutes)
£3.00
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